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Good afternoon, members of the House Democratic Policy Committee. I am Maureen
Barden, consultant to the pretrial pilot project of the County Commissioners Association of
Pennsylvania (CCAP). Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony regarding the
important issue of pretrial justice reform in Pennsylvania. As Berks County Commissioner Kevin
Barnhardt stated, this is an area of focus and concern for CCAP, particularly as it affects
individuals whose behavioral health issues bring them into contact with the criminal justice
system. As a consultant to CCAP, I have worked for the past two and a half years to help
counties establish pretrial services programs, and offer the following thoughts based on that
experience.
First, there is widespread interest among commissioners and other county stakeholders
in pretrial reform. In many county jails, more than half the prisoners are in pretrial status and in
in some it is 60 to 70 percent. County officials are aware that having people sit in jail because
they cannot raise small amounts of bail creates disadvantages for defendants, costs counties
money, and fails to increase public safety. In August, 2016, CCAP released the report of its
Comprehensive Behavioral Health Task Force, outlining ways for counties to increase diversion in
appropriate cases. The report was received enthusiastically by commissioners throughout the
Commonwealth, and follow-up webinars as well as conference break-out sessions on these
topics continue to draw large audiences. A number of counties have also enrolled in nationwide
pretrial reform efforts, including the Stepping Up Initiative, which focuses on diversion of
individuals with behavioral health issues, and the 3 Days Count initiative, which advocates for
pretrial reform more generally. Clearly, counties are looking for alternatives to pretrial detention.
Second, commissioners and judges must work together to improve pretrial justice.
Commissioners administer the county jails in which pretrial detainees are held. The courts set
bail and supervise local probation departments, where most new pretrial services programs are
located. Reform can only occur if these departments work together. Bucks County provides a
good example. In 2014, the Bucks County Commissioners and the President Judge agreed to
fund a pilot pretrial services program in the Adult Probation and Parole Department in an effort
to avoid expanding a community corrections center. The county and the court each paid for one
pretrial services officer, and the Probation Department contributed an experienced supervisor’s
time. To date, 409 people have been placed on pretrial release, more than 70 percent have
successfully completed their pretrial supervision, and a substantial number have been sentenced
to terms below the recommended sentencing guideline range. Defendants are benefitting from
the program in significant ways, including receiving behavioral health treatment while in pretrial
status rather than sitting in jail. As a result, the county has not had to fund a costly expansion of
its community corrections capacity; in 2016, it made the pilot a permanent program.
Third, new programs need technical assistance and financial support in order to succeed.
There is a great deal of research on best practices in pretrial services programs. In order to put
these principles into practice, counties need specific, ongoing advice tailored to their individual
circumstances. Counties also need funding for support services. It makes no more sense to have
people sit in jail because they cannot afford mental health treatment than it does to have them
there because they cannot afford bail. The services that are being paid for by CCAP with funds
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provided by the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency include behavioral health
assessment and treatment, housing vouchers, electronic monitoring, bus tokens, and similar
supports. The funds make the difference between detention and release for a significant number
of people. As counties realize savings from reduced incarceration, they can absorb these costs
themselves.
Finally, small counties as well as large are interested in pretrial services. For example,
rural Potter County, population 17,500, recently established a pretrial program which follows
best practices and collaborates with other county programs and services. Small counties account
for the largest growth in the jail population since the 1970s nationwide (28 percent of the total
in 1978 versus 44 percent of the total in 2014 - Vera Institute of Justice, December 2015). This
trend is reflected in Pennsylvania jails.
Representative McClinton’s House Bill 1092 is a significant step toward pretrial reform in
Pennsylvania. The issues it raises are critical to county jails and courts, to defendants, and to
Pennsylvania communities. As the legislative process moves forward, there is a need for further
investigation of best practices in pretrial justice and continuing discussion with county
representatives about how best to achieve pretrial reform throughout the Commonwealth.
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BY
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CHAIR, CCAP COMPREHENSIVE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TASK FORCE
APRIL 12, 2017

Good afternoon. I am Kevin Barnhardt, Berks County Commissioner and the Chairman of
the County Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania (CCAP) Comprehensive Behavioral
Health Task Force. Previously, I also served as the Chair of CCAP’s Courts and Corrections
Committee and I am pleased to be here today to offer some comments on behalf of
Pennsylvania counties. We appreciate the goals of the legislation (HB 1092) to create and
implement county-based pretrial services and programs and to explore options for reform of
the bail system in the commonwealth. These are issues of importance to the counties as well,
and we look forward to participating in discussions both today and in the future.
The CCAP Platform serves as policy guidance for the Association, and we have several
policy positions that are pertinent to the topic being discussed today. One of those goals is
directly related to prevention and diversion. The Association supports development of
legislation, as well as other related implementation strategies and funding sources, within both
the human services and corrections fields to encourage counties and communities to take
responsibility for the implementation of prevention, intervention and diversion programs,
including family and individual support. Counties also encourage the development of legislation
in support of the re-entry efforts developed by the counties and the communities, which are
designed to slow the growth in need for expenditures for prisons and juvenile justice
placements. In 2016, CCAP embarked on a study of best practices for addressing the needs of
our mentally ill and substance abusing inmates. After six months of intensive review and study,
the CCAP Comprehensive Behavioral Health Task Force (CBHTF) issued a report that contained a
series of recommendations for counties to adopt, areas where counties need the assistance from
lawmakers for certain policy changes, and the assistance to help counties identify funding
opportunities.
Once the report was finished, the CCAP CBHTF began the process of helping counties
implement best practices. Currently, the task force is engaged in education and training sessions
through webinars, in-person trainings, and through collaboration with the national “Stepping Up
Together” Initiative. We are showcasing the counties that have made gains in population control
and achieving our primary goal of using jail only as a means of protecting public safety and not
a waypoint for citizens who present difficult challenges to our communities, such as those with
mental illness and substance abuse issues.
The Association supports joint county and state development of programs promoting
statewide investment in prevention, intervention and diversion programs. That is the subject of
the legislation you are considering with House Bill 1092. We appreciate the direction and agree
with the concept. We are very careful, however, to assure that counties are not mandated to
have specific programs or that the standards for those programs are so prescriptive that local
resources and philosophies are overshadowed. The Association supports expanded awareness
and the use of pretrial programs by counties to ease the financial burden of bail on poor
defendants, by making use of non-financial pretrial options where there is a reasonable
expectation that public safety will not be threatened. We are hopeful that discussion on this
proposal will result in those outcomes.
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The Association supports the enactment of policies and procedures at the federal, state
and local level to support the diversion of mentally ill and substance abusing offenders, assuring
collaboration with counties in defining the approaches. These policies and procedures must
consider a county’s capacity to provide drug and alcohol treatment and other services to
facilitate diversion while assuring public safety, and must include the development of technical
assistance and funding supports.
The Association supports changes to appropriate statutes or regulations to extend
Medicaid, Medicare or veterans’ benefits eligibility, or other sources of health care
reimbursements to prisoners and detainees in county jails, as well as an amendment of state
policy to allow Medicaid, Medicare or veterans’ benefits eligibility to pretrial detainees. Also, the
Association supports legislation requiring the Commonwealth to pay the costs for the public
defender’s office. Inmates with mental illness are shown to serve longer terms, and remain in jail
pretrial much longer than other inmates, and often this is a result of a lack of effective public
defense.
Maureen Barden, who joins me today, is working with a number of our counties on the
development of pretrial programs. She is our expert and the person we turn to for policy advice
and assistance to counties.
Again, we appreciate the opportunity for CCAP to offer our perspectives and look
forward to working with the committee.
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Criminal Justice Reform
Pretrial Services
Expanding the use of Pretrial Service Agencies
Increasing Access to Diversion Programs
Improving Right to Defense

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
Pennsylvania has one of the highest rates of pretrial incarceration:
more than 258 incarcerated individuals per 100,000 residents.

15% higher than the national average
In Philadelphia,
inmates
are simply awaiting trial.

90

%

of defendants

who remain in jail

pre-trial are there because
they have not posted bail.

Reliance on a MONEY based pre-trial
system disadvantages people of color.

The Sixth Amendment does not
guarantee defendants a lawyer until
after bail is set and a plea is given.

Guilty or not, defendants routinely
plead guilty in order to be released
from jail.

MONEY Is the

primary factor that determines

pre-trial detention.

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES?
Pennsylvania is in the TOP HALF for most

overcrowded jails nationwide.
Current DOC Population (as of 3/31/17)

48,429

SIX in TEN released inmates will be

rearrested or re-incarcerated.

Very few local jurisdictions in PA assign
defenders to accused people unable to
afford counsel prior to arraignment.

$

INMATE HEALTH
25% of PA inmates
are treated for
serious mental illness
70% of PA inmates
are being treated
for drug/alcohol
addiction.

2.51 BILLION
2017-2018 CORRECTIONS BUDGET

PA has increased corrections budget 60% since 2011
PA DOC estimates annual costs of $41,000/inmate
Health care expenses increased over 20%

WHAT ARE THE TRENDS?

12

states and
the District of

Columbia have implemented

comprehensive pre-trial
justice and bail reforms.

fact-based bail
decisions.

Diversion programs
Diversion programs effectively place
individuals into the care of services
more equipped with the resources to
decrease the likelihood of rearrest.

Counsel's effective advocacy succeeding in gaining
pretrial release for two and half times as many low-risk
defendants than those without lawyers.

Pretrial service programs aid in increasing appearance rates
by monitoring released individuals and calling to remind
them of court dates and assisting them in appearing.

WHAT ARE THE RESULTS?

(Allegheny County)

Pennsylvania Department of Corrections estimated annual savings of
$45 million by decreasing the 1-year recidivism rates by 10%.

Kentucky
In the first 6 months
Kentucky saw a 15%
decrease in crime.

Seeing the beneficial results of these programs,
Congress introduced legislation in Feb 2016 that would
cut funding to states who continue to hold individuals
simply because they cannot afford their bail.

